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January 20th, 2019 

Scripture: 

Psalm 36 

John 2” 1-11 

 

“The unexpected.” 

 

Much of what happens in John’s Gospel reading this morning is unexpected. 

 

Much of what happens in John’s Gospel reading this morning is also 

unexplained. 

 

Like so many gospel events this is not a nice and neat tidy little story that 

ends with all the various threads pulled together into a bow. 

 

Indeed as more than one person has noted ----- this passage raises more 

questions than it does answers. 

 

And so we might ask ourselves things like ----- 

 

What is the point of this story?  

How does it point to the gospel? 

What does it reveal to us about the nature of God and His saving love?  

 

Why include it in scripture in the first place --- does it reveal to us something 

that other passages don’t? ---- if so what? 

 

Why are there so many unexpected and unexplained pieces to the story? 

 

Pieces like ----  

 

Why does Mary feel responsible for the lack of wine? --- she’s not the host -

-- it wouldn’t reflect poorly on her or her family if the wine ran out --- so 

why such concern? 

 

Why does Jesus seem to treat His mother so abruptly? --- saying in verse 4 

“Why do you involve me?” ------ “Why do you involve me?” ----- that 

doesn’t really sound like something Jesus would say? 
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And what about the exchange between Jesus and His mother --- where she 

responds with --- “Do whatever he tells you.” After He says ---- “Why 

involve me?” ---- and --- “My hour has not yet come.” 

 

What hour is He talking about? 

 

And then after asking ----- “Why involve me? ---- why would He turn 

around and offer help?  

 

Why does John tell us this incident took place on the third day? --- What is 

the significance of this? --- is it a foreshadowing of the resurrection? 

 

We can also read it to be 7 days since the beginning of the Gospel itself --- 3 

days after the Nathanial story which some see as the 4th day in the Gospel --- 

why might this be important? --- is it linked to the 7 days of creation? 

 

And why isn’t this passage found in any of the other 3 Gospels? 

 

And why is it the first miracle ---does it have particular significance because 

it is the first? 

 

And why a wedding ---- and why wine?  

Is their particular significance to one or either of these things? 

 

Does it matter that it takes place in Galilee close to home for Jesus? ---- and 

if so why? 

 

And why is the wine that Jesus makes available superior? --- that certainly 

went against the grain ---- usually it was best wine first --- and inferior wine 

later --- as verse 10 notes.   

 

How about the servants --- they don’t even hesitate to draw from the jars of 

water and serve up what they must have thought was only water ---- to the 

master of the banquet ----- do they have some kind of divine revelation in 

who Jesus is --- or are they just blindly following Him and hoping for the 

best?  

 

And there are more than just these questions. 
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John’s Gospel in particular is loaded with multiple layers --- webs and 

connections of depth and meaning that only appear after very many --- and 

very careful reading and praying. 

 

And I certainly don’t pretend to think I’ve got much of it figured out ----- 

there is far more than meets the eye.   

 

And it’s a beautiful and humbling thing to realize that the depth of the 

gospel goes beyond our understanding --- and it’s also liberating. 

 

We don’t have to try to hold the Gospel together ---- synchronize it or make 

it all smooth and palatable --- it is for us but it is also beyond us --- and this 

should free us up a bit to let it handle us and not the other way around.  

 

The mystery and the beauty of the Gospel surrounds and envelopes us and it 

never grows old or tired --- or runs out of meaning --- it is life giving. 

 

And before we go any further it’s worth noting that John never speaks of 

miracles in his Gospel ------ instead he speaks of signs. 

 

Signs instead of miracles. 

 

And it’s signs instead of miracles for John ----- because for him the 

extraordinary things that Jesus does ---- the miracles that Jesus performs 

always point to something beyond just the act itself. 

 

Turning water into wine --- isn’t just about ---- one chemical composition --- 

water --- turning into another chemical composition ---- wine. 

 

Put another way the wonder and awe of water into wine --- isn’t just a drink 

up moment. 

 

It is a sign --- pointing to something else beyond the beverage. 

 

So what might water into wine --- at a wedding --- with lots of people 

around ----- point to? 

 

Abundance? 

 

More drinking ------ celebration ---- and revelry? 
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Does Jesus simply like parties and alcohol? 

 

Does it point to the all too common practice that at weddings people like to 

drink a lot of wine? 

 

Some people think ----- when it comes to weddings you can never have 

enough wine? --- I can vouch for this one --- having attended may many 

weddings --- as a person in the world ---- as a pastor --- and as a pastor’s kid 

I’ve been to my share of weddings and many of them are sad examples of 

the thought--- “you can never have enough wine.” 

 

Is that really all Jesus is saying? --- of course not. 

 

So what about grace ---- and love ---- and mercy ---- far more theological 

concepts how do they play into the story? 

 

Before Jesus takes a little bit of food --- 5 loaves and 2 fishes --- and makes 

a lot of food ----- He first takes a lot of water and makes a lot of wine --- but 

why? 

 

Food was sustenance in John 6 ---- the feeding of the 5,000. 

 

The wine here in John 2 is hardly about sustenance ---- there was lots of 

water. 

 

People need water --- and they need bread ---- but they don’t need wine. 

 

Multiplying a little water into a lot of water would speak of sustenance ---- 

but taking a lot of water and turning it into a lot of wine ----- what’s that all 

about? 

 

Why wine and why wedding ---- well ahead of fishes and loaves and 

hillside. 

 

Well… 

 

Weddings were hugely important events in the first century. 
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We may think they are big deals now --- but they pale in comparison to what 

they meant at the time of Christ. 

 

They were serious business ---- and had deep meaning --- and always 

pointed way beyond just human bonding and hospitality --- they had a 

scared and divine component as well --- they were all about blessing and not 

just the big party at the end like many today. 

 

Unfortunately many weddings today are more about the big party that the 

divine blessing ------ just another big party. 

 

Superbowl party. 

 

Birthday party. 

 

Wedding party. 

 

Bought a new house party? 

 

Just an excuse to party party? 

 

Not at that time ---- and for sure not this wedding in John chapter 2. 

 

This wedding wasn’t just an excuse for another party ---- and this wedding 

wasn’t just an excuse to drink tons of wine. 

 

Jesus wasn’t just there to provide more alcohol or revelry --- He was there to 

make appoint about God and His great rescue plan. 

 

An entire village recognized a wedding ----- not just family and friends but 

the entire community.  

 

The entire community recognized it because the entire community was 

impacted. 

 

A wedding never went unnoticed by a village everyone would have known 

about it. 

 

And it lasted up to a week maybe even more. 
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Sometimes the wedding banquet would be the event for the entire year for a 

community. 

 

It was a huge deal. 

 

So huge that when Jews thought about heaven --- when Jews thought of the 

Messiah ----- they thought about banquets ----- and more specifically they 

thought about wedding banquets. 

 

To say wedding banquet --- meant something special. 

 

To speak of a wedding banquet brought about images of heaven. 

 

That Jesus’ first miracle ---- or more importantly that Jesus’ first sign takes 

place at a wedding banquet --- not just any banquet but a wedding banquet --

------ is mostly lost on us in 21st century North America. 

 

This isn’t just a miracle ---- this water turning into wine ---- it is also a 

miraculous act that points to something else ---- it is a sign --- as John so 

rightly notes. 

 

It points not just to abundance or grace upon grace. 

 

It is also about heaven and the Messiah ----- the glory of God and Jesus’ 

greatest hour ----- the cross ---- as Jesus alludes to in verse 4 saying --- “my 

hour has not yet come.” 

 

Just as water is turned into wine ----- so death is changed into life. 

 

As verse 11 says ---- this event is all about Jesus revealing His glory --- not 

people getting more wine --- that is secondary ----- the chief point of this 

event --- this sign --- is God’s glory. 

 

Yes the people get more wine --- but that is secondary ----- “What Jesus did 

here in Cana of Galilee was the first of the signs through which he revealed 

his glory…” 
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A miracle for sure --- water becomes wine ------- but as John is careful to 

point out --- also ---- a sign ---a sign pointing beyond just this event to 

something else --- an event far more binding and grand. 

 

Something far more beautiful than just drink or a party ----- God’s glory. 

 

And this is the very first sign ---- and first signs matter.  

 

If you’ve ever been eager to get somewhere ---- if you’ve traveled a long 

way --- waited a long time --- when you finally see the first sign on the side 

of the road --- and you know you’re getting close --- it is a huge relief. 

 

The Jews had been waiting and waiting ---- journeying and journeying ---- 

Egypt ----- Assyria ---- Babylon ---- war ------ famine ------ fiery furnaces --- 

bondage ----- and so on --- they have been journeying traveling for centuries 

--- for generations --- waiting ----- anticipating the Messiah --- and suddenly 

here is a sign ---- another sign --- a huge sign --- and at a wedding banquet. 

 

For those with eyes to see and ears to hear ---- I can well imagine that this 

wedding --- and this water and wine incident must have been staggering --- 

and breathtaking. 

 

“What Jesus did here in Cana of Galilee was the first of the signs through 

which he revealed his glory; and his disciples believed in him.” 

 

And this is the first of 7 great signs in John’s Gospel. 

 

And similar to all the other 7 signs this one is most unexpected. 

 

And similar to all the other 7 signs ---- it points to and it reveals something 

about Jesus and isn’t just about the other people involved. 

 

Like the healing of the officials son ---- chapter 4 --- sign 2 

--- like the healing of the man ill for 38 years --- chapter 5 ----sign 3 

---- like the feeding of the 5,000 --- chapter 6 --- sign 4 

--- like the walking on water –---- also chapter 6 --- sign 5 

---- like the healing of the blind man --- chapter 9 ---- sign 6 

--- and like the raising of Lazarus ---- chapter 11 --- sign 7 

---- like all these other 6 signs this one is unexpected --- and it points to 

something far greater than just the act or miracle itself. 
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At the end of verse 11in John today it’s --- “… and his disciples believed in 

him.” 

 

Not just they believed him --- but they believed IN Him.” 

 

Believed IN Him. 

 

It’s one thing to believe someone it’s another to believe IN them. 

 

It’s one things to witness a miracle it’s another to witness a miracle and also 

recognize that the miracle points to something even bigger as well. 

 

People with no faith background in particular are often stunned when 

something happens to them or someone they know that they can’t 

understand. 

 

And it can be something good ----- or something bad. 

 

I know --- because many times people come to me --- people with no faith --

-- and people of faith --- come to me ---- after something unexplainable 

happens to them and they just can’t understand it. 

 

It’s a miracle they say ------ and if they don’t believe in God or don’t know 

Jesus to simply say something like ----  

------- “Well yes it is a miracle.” ---- seems unsatisfactory to them. 

 

They know it is a miracle but to openly attribute it to God often isn’t enough 

--- they want more than just the answer --- “It was God at work it was a 

miracle.” 

 

Sometimes even people of faith want more than that too ----- “It was miracle 

--- but why me?” ---- they wonder. 

 

 The simple answer --- it is miracle but it is also a sign --- it points to God. 

 

An act of God --- a miracle ---- also often points to God --- is a sign. 

 

John talks of signs and not just miracles. 
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Signs provide intentional explicit links to God in ways that miracles don’t 

always do. 

 

Signs are like miracles for dummies. 

 

You know all those books that became so popular a few years back now. 

 

The internet for dummies. 

 

Fixing your car for dummies. 

 

Trigonometry for dummies. 

 

World history for dummies. 

 

Anybody remembers those? 

 

When John speaks of signs he’s intentionally trying to link miracles to 

greater --- larger movements of God --- he’s trying to contextualize them a 

bit in God’s bigger story. 

 

Which of course is often what we are also trying to do with our lives --- 

contextualize them a bit into God’s bigger story. 

 

Water to wine is about far more that just beverages and chemical transitions. 

 

This water to wine in John 2 is about heavenly foretaste --- it’s about grace 

and mercy ------ it points to something far greater than just a community 

celebration made a bit better and more fun --- it’s about salvation --- 

forgiveness ---- abundance ---- grace --- the cross ---- God’s glory in Jesus 

the Christ. 

 

And I’m convinced there would have been at least a few people --- outside 

of --- in addition to His disciples ----- that took notice that day when Jesus 

performed this first sign through which He revealed His glory. 

 

And it is the same today. 

 

Jesus still acts in unexpected ways ---- revealing His glory ---- and just as it 

was then ----- that day in Cana of Galilee --- it is unexpected ---- and it is 
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beautiful --- and it is more than meets the eye ----- and ------ a few people 

take notice. 

 

His disciples believed in him --- verse 11 says. 

 

Not just they believed him --- but they believed IN Him. 

 

God is acting in miraculous ways everyday. 

 

God is revealing His glory. 

 

God provides signs --- to guide us. 

 

And like the first disciples we are to believe in him. 

 

Believe in Him. 

 

Signs and glory are huge in John’s Gospel and so is believing. 

 

And the unexpected is also huge. 

 

There is very little that is predictable about Jesus. 

 

He shatters to pieces the assumptions and expectations of His culture. 

 

This whole water into wine event most assuredly caught people off guard. 

 

And yet it a sign of the future to come --- that future that had already arrived 

in Him.  

 

The response of His disciples ----- they believed in Him. 

 

They don’t ask for scientific details --- or seek a deeper explanation of 

chemical make up and chemical transitions and so on. 

 

Instead according to verse 11 they believed in Him. 

 

As unexpected as it was --- as crazy as it may have seemed --- they believed. 
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May we never lose that same sense of wonder awe --- and surrender ---- as 

God works in our midst. 

 

God is forever changing us ---- each and every one of us ---- God is forever 

changing us born out of His profound love for us ----- from one thing into 

another --- and for His glory. 

 

He takes what is broken --- which is each and every one of us ---- and He 

picks up the pieces ----- He picks up our pieces ---- and he does it in love ---- 

profound love --- saving love --- love like no other love. 

 

And that is something to celebrate on the scale of a wedding banquet and 

then some. 

 

He reunites us with our true selves ----- the fact that we are beloved and 

created n His image --- and He does so for His glory. 

 

Amen. 

 

 

   

 

 


